
Consult is a Process and Relationship 
Management tool specifically designed for 
Medical Practices:

• Track Marketing Sources
• Follow-up on Opportunities
• Make Presentations that improve Close Rates
• Utilize Contact and Script tools to simplify the 

Follow-up Process





Each Day when you start Consult  a list of 
that Day’s Pending Tasks is displayed that 
can be completed directly from this screen



A minimum of input enters all the 
important information needed for 
tracking and follow-up



Sourcing Opportunities is critical to determine 
the success levels of your marketing programs. 
The Source Detail feature zeros in on specifically 
where or who is driving business into your 
Practice.



Automatically Generate 
Referral Thank You Letters



Custom Discounts and Promotions 
can be applied on either a % or a 
Dollar basis



The Procedures Tab is use to specify 
the Procedures requested by the 
prospective Patient



Click to select Procedures. Individual 
Prices can be instantly changed on the 
fly when needed



This example shows the results once  
the Procedures have been determined 
and selected



The Presentation Tab is used to 
specify finance alternatives that are 
easily customized based upon the 
requirements of the Practice



Consult provides a 
detailed professional 
presentation that helps 
the Counselor review the 
Procedures and various 
financing options with 
the Patient. Providing 
“Choices” improves 
success rates



Activities and future reminders are easily 
scheduled for Appointments, Consults, Surgery, 
Phone Follow-up, Reminders, etc.



Consult automatically asks if you 
want to schedule a Confirmation Call 
on the day before an Appointment. 

This increases show rates.



The Pending Activities Tab displays 
any Phone Contact, Letters, Email or 
Reminder items that are Pending



Phone Contact is generated by 
selecting the Call Button which 
launches the Consult Call Center



The Consult Call Center puts all of the critical 
information at your fingertips to help facilitate 
Phone Contact. 

We can use the Script function in Consult to 
help make sure our people say the right things



This is an example of the Consult
Script feature.



Custom scripts with Practice and Patient 
information automatically merged helps 
reduce the likelihood that the call will 
sound scripted



Responses can automatically branch to 
the next section and comments can be 
entered at any time



This example shows the results of the 
Call at which point we can enter a Call 
Status and Call Result by selecting 
them from a drop down list



The History / Notes Tab displays the 
information related to any Customer 
contact that has occurred



Detailed Patient Information can be 
printed for review by the Doctor or to 
help facilitate follow-up calls made in 
the evening



Detailed Timeline is created automatically as 
you complete Activities or change the Status



Tracking Sources and Results is simplified 
with our Powerful Reporting Tools


